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Before downloading the Taganize 
app, please ensure that NFC has 
been turned 'On'.
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NFC can be turned 'On' & 'Off' 
through your smart phones 
'System Settings' menu.
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For your convenience, our app will 
notify users whenever NFC has 
been disabled.
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Once NFC has been turned 'On', 
Your ready to go to the store and 
install the Taganize app
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Taganize customers are happy 
that our app doesn't require any 
special permissions to use.
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Once the Taganize app has been 
installed, touch 'Open' to launch it.
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First time users need to create an 
account. Tap 'Sign Up' found at the 
bottom of the screen.

Account credentials can also be 
used on Taganize.com
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When creating an account, please 
note that your password must 
include a total of 8 characters with 
a combination of upper & 
lowercase letters and numbers.
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Save your account information 
accordingly.
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Users will be automatically logged 
into their account's dashboard. A 
folder in their name will have been 
created. Taganize uses folders for 
organizing and managing tags.

Let's create and write our first NFC 
chip! We can do this by clicking on 
the 'New Tag' button found on the 
bottom left hand corner of the app.
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The 'Edit Tag' view will open and 
here you can enter the 'Tag Name' 
and 'Target URL' of your new tag. 
Taganize supports: http and uri's 
like geo, sms, tel and mailto. When 
your done click save
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We can write the tag to NFC by 
tapping the tag name.
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An extended menu is revealed. 
Tap the 'Write NFC chip' icon 
found to the extreme left of the 
menu.
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When the 'Write to NFC' view 
opens you will be able to decide 
whether or not you would like to 
'lock' Your NFC tag. To lock your 
tag, simply tap the lock icon found 
at the bottom right hand corner of 
the app
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When the lock feature is enabled a 
'Warning' will appear to alert the 
user that tags written as read-only 
cannot be undone. However, such 
tags can be recycled by simply 
editing their Taganize 'Target url'.

Tap 'OK' to  exit this view and 
enable 'read only'. Tap again to 
disable.
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Now tap the 'Tap to write NFC' 
graphic found in the middle of your 
smart phones display.
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Now touch your device to a NFC 
chip.
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A 'Success!' notification will be 
displayed once the chip has been 
correctly written along with a 
notification tone. Multiple tags can 
be written by simply following the 
instructions displayed in the middle 
of your devices screen. When 
done touch the 'back' button found 
on the top right corner of the app to 
return to desktop view.
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Tapping the tag name again 
reveals the 'Edit Tag' button found 
in the middle of the menu. Tap it to 
enter the 'Edit Tag' view.
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Here you can edit the details of 
your tag or recycle your tag by 
editing the 'Target url'. This is an 
important feature, especially if you 
lock your tags in order to prevent 
tag-jacking.
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Returning once more to the 
extended menu reveals the trash 
icon found to the extreme right of 
the menu
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When tapped users are alerted 
that the tag in question has just 
been deleted.
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Tags deleted this way can be restored through the 
users account at Taganize.com and toggling the 
trash bin and selecting the restore button.
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The 'New Folder' option allows 
users to create folders anytime.
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Simply type the name of the folder 
you wish to create and tap the '+' 
button. Your new folder is ready for 
use.
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The More button found on the 
bottom right corner of the app can 
be toggled to open and close.
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This menu allows users to sync 
their app with the Taganize cloud 
service platform, access build 
information and logout of the app.
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Tel & SMS Uri's
When entering telephone numbers the following formats apply to both tel and sms.
00-country code-area code-subscribers number (no spaces)
00 replaces '+'. Most countries have area codes starting with '0'. When following the international format above this first '0' 
in the area code is dropped
Example-Domestically dialed Finnish GSM number 040-1234567 becomes 00358401234567

How the Taganize 'target url' should look like:
tel:00358401234567
sms:00358401234567 OR IF INCLUDING PREDEFINED MESSAGE
sms:00358401234567?body=test message, respond if received, please.

mailto URI
mailto:support@taganize.com OR
mailto:support@taganize.com?body=text of message here (May not work if users email client uses signature)

geo URI
Easiest way to use geo is with Google maps (eg https://maps.google.com)

Right click on the exact location you want to go to and choose 'What's here?'. Coordinates  appear  top left of screen.
Enter the geo coordinates into the Taganize target url field as follows:

For directions by car enter:
google.navigation:q=60.181136,24.832313

All others (eg: walk, bike, mass transit):
geo:0,0?q=60.173316, 24.957550

To see your location on Google Earth use:
geo:60.181136,24.832313,183
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For additional information and support, please 
visit the Taganize Help Center:

http://www.taganize.com/help.php

https://www.taganize.com/help.php
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